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Profile
I am a full-stack developer with more than two years of experience. My expertise is in web development and 
web UI testing ( with selenium ). I use react.js to create beautiful and responsive UI while I use Flask, Django, 
and express.js ( Node.js ) on the backend and I also understand how to use SQL and MongoDB queries, though 
I prefer to use an ORM to speed things up!

Skills

Web development
Javascript,  jQuery,  SQL, python, React.js + redux, 
node.js + express.js, mongoDB, python and most 
importantly willingness to learn a new one when 
needed.

Others
Linux, bash, some AWS services, basic networking, 
redis, nginx, good communication skills etc.

Projects

Virtual Sport betting client
An application i built to simulate how sport betting works.

This project is entirely based on HTML manipulation with vanilla js.
I used tailwind.css for the styling.
This project taught me a lot about problem solving because i had to break the 
problems apart and tackle them independently.
I also learnt how to make proper research when stuck because i had to write an 
algorithm from scratch to match an array of 20 simulated teams to one another 
except themselves like they do in football.
There are a lot of logics in the program which means i am capable of writing 
programs that requires huge amount of logics.

11/2020 – 11/2020

Simple Job Api
Job listing Api with express.js
I used Node.js + express.js to design the job listing API

08/2020 – 08/2020
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Africonn - An African community
An African forum with jobs, polls, and blogging systems for the community

I cooperated with designers to create clean interfaces and simple, intuitive 
interactions and experiences.
I developed the project concepts and maintain optimal workflow.
I completed detailed programming and development tasks for front-end public 
and internal websites as well as challenging back-end server code.
I carried out quality assurance tests to discover errors and optimize usability.
I deployed the site using AWS Cloud Infrastructures
This project was built with Django python

A Betting app
Dice front-end based application for betting

I made the application with HTML, vanilla JS and w3.css, I had fun building the 
program, I made the project because I have always been fascinated by how casino 
sites works until I decided to build one, you wanna test it, click on the 'A Betting 
app' link above, the login is Azeez

CBT Application
a cbt app for students

I made a CBT Application, inspired by JAMB CBT programs with frontend tools like 
react.js and redux and custom CSS

An Investmest Site
For people to invest funds and make money after a while
I was contracted by a client to build an investment site and below is how I came up 
with the solution in less than two weeks

I made plan on how to solve the problem and created the Database Table 
Structure and its relationships
I used python's flask to write the backend and all the business logics while 
jQuery, tailwindCSS and HTML were enforced on the frontend
I deployed the solution on a DigitalOcean droplet (a shared Ubuntu server)

Console based projects
a lot of console based projects i.e. Projects without User Interface.

Console based food ordering system
Betting bots
Whatsapp bots
Whot Game
ATM Machine software

Professional Experience

A full-stack dev
Dataslid Software Company

I was tasked with developing full-stack applications from prospective clients.
I used the MERN stack during my stay at the company
I learned new frameworks and libraries such as next.js  during my stay.

09/2020 – 03/2021
Lagos, Nigeria

https://www.dataslid.com/dicebet
https://www.dataslid.com/cbts


A full-stack developer
iTeesoft Digital Agency

I was involved in the development of solutions for the clients of the firm, we 
worked on quite a lot of solutions which I often participate in. I worked with 
React.js, Django and wordpress while at the firm.

02/2019 – 03/2020
Ibadan, Oyo State,

Nigeria

Languages

English Yoruba

Publications

how to calculate your future wealth with python
By me
I wrote python on screen to predict one's future wealth!

How to create a remote windows machine for free
By me
In that video, I demonstrated my ability to use Cloud resources to solve problems, I specifically used an AWS 
ec2 instance (windows machine) in that video.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=88IMcQWdOIc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v0zGSxO_l3U

